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Corrective Action Plan (CAP) Activities Update

• CAP supplement addressing new consensus process and high-priority Phase 1 products was approved by DOE-EM on September 26, 2011

• Update to CAP supplement addressing alternate approaches and lower priority Phase 2 and Phase 3 products was submitted to DOE-EM for approval on January 3, 2012
Alternative Approaches for Product Development

• Approach 1: Full Product Team, 60% and 90% facilitated presentations
• Approach 2: Incorporation into existing Product Team
• Approach 3: Small Team, facilitated 90% presentation
• Approach 4: Small Team, product briefing
BeCAP Performance Report

BeCAP Success Factors:
1. Best-in-class Beryllium Program
2. Consensus with BAG, HAMTC, Contractors & DOE
3. Produce deliverables on schedule

Upcoming Events:
Forecast Dates - 60% Presentations

Forecast Dates - 90% Presentations
Be Affected Worker Counseling Handbook

Products in Training Development and CBDPP Revision & Approval
Beryllium Work Permit
Building Assessment/Characterization/Verification Sampling
Postings

Products in Contractor Training and Implementation
Medical Clearance and Restriction Language-Communication Process Forms

Products Implemented in Field
Interim actions directed by RL/ORP
EJTA Interim Actions
**BeCAP Performance Report**

### BeCAP Success Factors
1. Best-in-class Beryllium Program
2. Consensus with BAG, HAMTC, Contractors & DOE
3. Produce deliverables on schedule

---

### Period Highlights/Accomplishments:
Products that have completed development through 90% consensus to date are as follows:

- Medical Referrals
- Medical Clearance & Restriction
- Beryllium Work Permit
- Postings
- Assessment/Characterization for Buildings
- Building Verification Sampling
- Be EJTA Requirements (including Interim Expectations Letter)

### Emerging Issues, Concerns & Needs:
- Contractual Activities
- Further clarification of R&Rs
- Further clarification of product implementation with HAMTC/BAG
- Issues related to Medical Removal Protection Benefits

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Completion</th>
<th>Product Examples</th>
<th>Number of Products</th>
<th>Corrective Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Completed – w/ Consensus:** | Medical Clearance & Restriction  
Medical Referrals  
Beryllium Work Permit  
Be EJTA Process Requirements | 6 | 9 |
| **Completed – Subject to Consensus:** | Training Products  
Interim Compensatory Measures | 9 | 86 |
| **Active:** | Assessment Process  
Characterization Process  
Postings  
Medical Evaluations  
Beryllium Benefits & Counseling Handbook | 21 | 73 |
| **Future:** | | 20-30 | 71 |